IEEE Communication Society (ComSoc) Kolkata Chapter jointly with ComSoc Bangalore, Kerala and Hyderabad Chapter is organizing the 4th edition of Graduate Congress: Graduate Thesis Evaluation in 7 minutes (GraTE-7) on 22 April 2022 to be conducted online (virtual). It gives recent (last year) graduates (PG and Ph.D.) a chance to get recognized nationally for the quality of thesis/work they had carried out. 04 best Ph.D. thesis and 03 best ME/M.Tech/MS thesis (Great-7) will be awarded.

Registration Link: https://forms.gle/S9uy8qWxDzXHxNJK8

For details please log onto:
https://kolkata.chapters.comsoc.org
http://bangalore.chapters.comsoc.org/important-announcement/
Eligibility:

- Graduated (defended their thesis/dissertation) in 2021 that is, all those who have completed the final viva-voce between 01 Jan 2021 - 31 Dec 2021.
- Graduated from any of the institutions/colleges in the states of Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Karnataka, Kerala, West Bengal, NER.
- Thesis from the broad areas of Communication and Networking.

Evaluation:

- Initial screening of submission by Technical Organizing Committees and experts.
- The panelist (experts from the domain area) will be going through the short-listed synopsis.
- Presentation by the candidate during the congress.
- Feedback (form will be distributed) from the audience collected during the presentation.
- There is a minimum criterion of FINAL selection. If criteria is not satisfied, awards may not be recognized.

Important dates:

- Submission deadline : 15 March 2022
- Notification of the shortlisted thesis : 31 March 2022

Some additional information:

- The candidate has to submit the details online and must register for the congress.
- Shortlisted candidates in the first phase would be notified and they will have to register for the Congress with very nominal fees.
- The call for submission is open now.

Registration Link: https://forms.gle/S9uy8qWxDzXHxNJk8

For any further assistance please contact: Dr. Wasim Arif | E: arif@ece.nits.ac.in | M:+91-9435730057
Documents required:

a. Synopsis about 5-6 pages (Or introduction chapter of the thesis, we expect all information to be available in this chapter).
b. Abstract (exactly the same as in submitted thesis- use a Scan copy of the abstract page and the page(s) of signatures of all examiners).
c. Original contribution highlighted (if not included in the synopsis).
d. Paper/patent/publications details.
e. Details of institutions and period of your registration, submission of the thesis, and final viva (defense) of the thesis.
f. Supervisor/Co-supervisor details and a Confirmation of his/her consent.
g. HoD/Principal signature of viva completion (if the signature page is missing).
h. Signature of Supervisor and or Co-Supervisor on each document. In case, the supervisor is away, eSignature is accepted.

All documents in the zip file can be cc’d to the supervisor with the main address to the congress organizer with a subject heading of “Submitted copy of M.Tech or Ph.D. Thesis”.

Registration Link: https://forms.gle/S9uy8qWxDzXHxNJK8